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A National Physical Activity Plan for the United States

Russell R. Pate

In October 2008, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services released the first comprehensive federal Physical Activity Guidelines for Americans.1 This landmark event represented a major advance in the ongoing effort to establish promotion of physical activity as one of the high priority public health goals of the 21st Century. The Physical Activity Guidelines provide the public with science-based guidance regarding the types and amounts of physical activity needed to maintain health and prevent disease. However, as important as they are, the guidelines do not lay out the changes that will have to be made in our society if most Americans are to meet the guidelines. That outcome requires a national strategic planning process aimed at identifying policies, practices, and initiatives that will have the collective effect of increasing population levels of physical activity. This editorial describes such a process, one that is currently underway and which is expected to produce, by early 2010, a National Physical Activity Plan for the United States.

National strategic plans have been developed in the U.S. for a number of health issues, including arthritis, heart disease, and tobacco control. A number of countries have developed national plans to promote physical activity promotion.2,3 But, to date, the U.S. has not established a comprehensive physical activity plan, which can be defined as a comprehensive set of strategies, including recommended policies, practices, and initiatives, aimed at increasing physical activity at the population level. An effort to develop such a plan in the U.S. was launched in 2007 and has progressed through the following key steps:

1. With a modest level of financial support from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, an administrative entity was established at the University of South Carolina’s Prevention Research Center.
2. An interim coordinating committee was formed, and that group sought organizational partnerships from national non-profit health organizations.
3. A permanent Coordinating Committee, comprised of representatives from the organizational partners, was established.
4. During the Coordinating Committee’s first in-person meeting it was decided that:

   a. The planning process should be designed around 8 societal sectors, including public health; healthcare; education; mass media; business and industry; not-for-profit organizations; recreation, fitness, and sports; and transportation and community planning.
   b. To ensure consistency with the available scientific evidence, expert-authored “white papers” on promoting physical activity in and through each of the 8 sectors should be commissioned.
   c. To facilitate broad input into the planning process, a National Physical Activity Plan conference should be conducted in Washington, DC.
   d. The Plan should aim to initiate a social movement that results in a dramatic increase in physical activity throughout American society.
   e. Implementation of the Plan should be a major focus of the planning process from the beginning.
   f. Provisions should be made for ongoing evaluation of the Plan.
   g. Non-traditional partners and partners who reflect the diversity of the American population should be aggressively sought.
   h. The Plan should be informed by other countries’ experiences with national physical activity plans.

5. A website was created (www.physicalactivityplan.org) to facilitate communication about the Plan.
6. A memorandum of understanding was signed with the National Coalition for Promoting Physical Activity (NCPPA), which agreed to assume responsibility for coordinating the ongoing effort to implement the Plan.
7. Working groups for each of the 8 sectors were formed to provide recommendations regarding the content of the Plan.
8. A 2-day National Physical Activity Plan Conference was conducted in Washington, DC; during that conference the sector working groups generated their initial recommendations regarding the content of the Plan.
As this publication goes to press, the National Physical Activity Plan Coordinating Committee is preparing to produce the first draft of the Plan, which will be widely circulated for review and comment. It is anticipated that the Plan will be finalized and prepared for release during the first quarter of 2010. Procedures for a formal launch and initial dissemination of the Plan are being developed. And NCPPA is developing its plans for coordinating efforts to implement the Plan.

From the very beginning of its work, the National Physical Activity Plan Coordinating Committee has been committed to producing a Plan that is fully connected to the body of knowledge on promotion of physical activity. This special issue of the Journal of Physical Activity and Health is testimony to that commitment. Eight of the articles published in this issue provide summaries of the research and professional experience on promotion of physical activity within and through a specified societal sector. In each case, the lead author is an expert with extensive experience on the topic, and I am indebted to the authors for their valuable contributions to the National Plan. The content and core recommendations included in the articles published herein provided the foundations on which the sector working groups, mentioned above, performed their tasks. Likewise, an article is included that summarizes the content of several national physical activity plans developed in countries other than the U.S. Including this article demonstrates the Coordinating Committee’s commitment to learning from the experiences of physical activity leaders around the world.

In conclusion, I wish to express my appreciation to Human Kinetics for its tremendous support in making possible the publication of this important document. Further, I express my appreciation to the editors of the Journal of Physical Activity and Health for their assistance in the editorial process. I am convinced that this set of papers will prove to be a key element in the success of the U.S. National Physical Activity Plan. The ultimate beneficiaries will be the American people, who stand to gain so much from being part of a society in which high levels of physical activity are the norm.
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